On behalf of the Nakatani Teaching and learning Center here is a wonderful opportunity to learn more about undergraduate research actions at UW-Stout . . . .

If you are genuinely interested in having your undergraduate students conduct research, check out our blog!

UW-Stout’s CORE Committee initiated a Community of Practice (CoP), Research Skill Development at UW-Stout, this fall that is intentionally incorporating the RSD Framework within curriculum http://www.adelaide.edu.au/rsd/. The RSD Framework was presented by John Willison in a July 2014 workshop. Sylvia Tiala, Kitrina Carlson, and Anne Kerber, working in conjunction with NTLC, have been facilitating the CoP and are helping participants apply this framework within the context of their different courses and programs. Group members are using a RSD blog https://uwstoutrsd.wordpress.com/ to document their progress and they invite you to read their blog responses, gather ideas, and stay abreast of efforts to grow undergraduate student research activities across our campus.

For more information, contact the CoP facilitators or Renee Howarton, NTLC Director, at howartonr@uwstout.edu or call 232-5196.